
Racine Scrim
Ref. 1301

Scrim with a fine weave and open “diamond” mesh. Can be used for 
opaque and transparent effects appreciated by theatres as a creative 
surface for front-projection and rear-projection.
Rated M1  flame-retardant and woven in extra-large widths, this 
scrim lets you cover large areas without panel assembly. 
Like most scrim materials, it lets sound through, offering perfect 
acoustic transparency. 
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Available in grey to order according to quantity and 
stock availability

Technical data Value Notes

Mesh size 5 x 3 mm Diamond mesh

Width 1000 cm

Weight 80 g/m²

Thickness 0.4 mm

Flame-retardant rating        M1

Composition 100% flame-retardant 
treated cotton

Roll length ± 40 to 50 m
Centre-folded, bales

Cut-to-length possible
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Additional information

Care

Storage recommendations Store indoors (away from light sources and humidity)

Directions for use Material available in large widths: can be made up in our workshops with all 
finishing options (eyelets or rivets, tabs, sleeves and channels, hems, velcro, 
etc.), without assembly seams and up to 9.50 m high
Tensioned for optimum projection performance as well as opacity / 
transparency for theatrical use

Accessories Weighting poles
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CONTACT OUR EXPORT TEAM

+33 (0)6 23 21 50 28 export@azur-scenic.com

The information in this document provides generic values that describe only the standard technical specifications and chemical composition of the products concerned.  
No guarantee is offered. Any images are non-contractual. The names of the colours are given for information purposes only and do not guarantee a specific colour.


